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Nature’s Poetry Grant Program:  We are scheduled for another visit
from the Nature’s Poetry Grant on Wednesday.  We anticipate that we
will be making birdhouses!  This is exciting!

Math:  This week we will learn about and practice using the
Distributive Property of Multiplication.  We have recently learned
about arrays and how they’re related to multiplication. This week we
will be splitting arrays in half, and writing more complex
multiplication number sentences to represent this.  Our children are
continuing to practice and strengthen their numeracy and place
value skills with math games.  They’re also working on their math
fluency daily using Reflex.



**************
SOCIAL STUDIES AND READ ALOUD:  This week we will continue
reading and making meaning from the book Guests by Michael
Dorris.  This historical fiction story is written from the point of view
of Native Americans during a harvest supper.  We are learning about
the way people lived at that time and are comparing the life of the
children in the story with our lives.  We are also getting information
from another source: the Plimoth Plantation website.  There is a
re-creation of life in 1620 there, including Native Americans and
Pilgrims.



************
READING:  This week we will be reading Prudy’s Problem by Carey
Armstrong-Ellis and Tops and Bottoms by Janet Stevens. Students
will begin by reading (to themselves and aloud with a partner).  Next
they will listen to the story and discuss it as a class.  Finally, students
will be responding in writing.  These stories are  from our school’s
reading anthology.

************
Homework:    This week’s homework packet includes spelling words
to study,  independent reading to be logged, and a math practice
paper. The spelling test will be on Friday (11/5/21).  The reading log



and the math practice sheet should be returned on Friday (11/5/21).
The November OPTIONAL CHOICE HOMEWORK was sent today. This
should be turned in with any completed work on Friday, November 19,
2021.

*******
A BIG thanks to the PTO for last Friday’s pizza party.  Third Graders
really enjoyed their movie, pajamas, and pizza!

************
Weather/Temperature Fluctuation:  Just a reminder - temperatures
(inside and outside the building) are fluctuating each day.  Your
child(ren) may wish to wear layers for maximum comfort. :)

*******
Inspirational Quote:
“It’s not that I’m so smart, it’s just that I stay with problems longer.”

-Albert Einstein

Thanks so much for reading this newsletter.  I wish you a joyful week
filled with learning..

Sincerely,

Meg Bakken


